Relevance feedback has drawn intense interest from many researchers in the field of content-based image retrieval (CBIR). In recent years, kernel-based approach has been a popular choice for the implementation of the relevance feedback based CBIR system. This is largely due to its ability to classify patterns with limited sample data. Since most of the kernel approaches reported have been treating the input as a long flat vector, such arrangement may increase the chances of "polluting" the feature element that uniquely identifies the selected image group. This paper proposes a two layer kernel configuration with an objective to improve the retrieval accuracy. While the performance of the two configurations is similar in certain conditions, the proposed configuration has shown to superior when dominant feature element exists that is capable to uniquely identify the selected image group.
Introduction
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) system has been one of the most active areas of research in recent years. One of the main reasons is due to its potential in many commercial applications such as facial recognition for security surveillance system, or, in computer aided diagnostic systems for medical applications. The other reason for the high level of activities may be due to the fact that such system is relatively new, and most of the systems reported in the literatures are still in the prototype stage. Issues such as semantic gap and indexing structure are still largely unanswered.
Recently, relevance feedback in CBIR system has gained much attention from the research community. It is a strategy that invites interactive inputs from the user to refine the query for subsequent retrieval. This approach generally starts from prompting users to search the system via keywords, image examples or a combination of both.
The system then prompts the user to select the relevant images from the search results. After the user selected the images, the system will refine the original query by analyzing the common features among the selected images. This process is continued iteratively until the target is found. The selection of the common features will be the most appropriate for applications incorporating intelligent technologies such as neural network and fuzzy logic. This is due to the need for fine-tune and modification of the process with human input. Evolutionary computation techniques could also be used in optimizing the process.
Over the past ten years, relevance feedback has been evolved from a simple machine learning problem such as frequency of occurrence [1] , Bayesian classification [2] , and now, to the more popular kernel based approach [3] [4] [5] [6] . Kernel technique has long been used in the statistic pattern recognition applications. Its recent popularity gain in CBIR applications is mostly due to its ability to analyze small sample data and the classification of non-linear data. The integration of kernel based approach with discriminant analysis reported by authors such as Tao and Tang [3] , and, Zhou and Huang [6] have shown improvement from the earlier proposals.
In a general CBIR system, it is impossible to know what feature model/s can be used to capture the unique identity of certain groups of images. Hence, one idea is to employ as many image features as possible in hope that one has the ability to capture the unique feature of the targeted images. Such idea introduces problems if the image features are treated as a cascade of one flat vector. Such arrangement may increase the chances of "polluting" the feature element that uniquely identifies the selected image group.
Inspired by the kernel based discriminant analysis as introduces by Zhou and Huang [6] and the hierarchical framework as proposed in MARS [1] system, this paper proposes a kernel-based discriminant analysis hierarchical relevance feedback framework for the content-based image retrieval system. The idea is to project each image feature separately to a feature space and calculate the Euclidean 0-7803-9091-1/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEEdistance of these features in the new space with reference to the positive centroid. Similarly, the calculated distance of each feature vector is again treated as inputs to another feature space, and thereby calculating the Euclidean distance of each image and finally ranking the images. Such arrangement has the advantage of treating each image feature independently and thus, increases the weight alias with the more important feature elements. This paper will first provide a brief description on the background of the theory, and follow by the description of the proposed framework. The paper will then look at the experiment conducted on the proposed method and lastly, conclusion will be drawn based on the experiment finding.
Background

Kernel Bias Discriminant Analysis (KBDA)
The idea of KBDA [6] is to transfer data from the original space to a new feature space that can best discriminate the positive from negative given samples. This is done be applying a set of weight vectors W that maximize the ratio between the positive covariance matrix and the biased matrix . The problem can be expressed as:
The positive covariance matrix and the biased matrix are defined as: Figure 1 illustrates the abstract computation model of the proposed method. It is essentially what Zhou and Huang [6] proposed except the authors of this paper have restructured the analysis of the input vector into two layer. In this configuration, each image feature vector is processed separately by individual KBDA module. The outcome of the low-level KBDA module is the Euclidean distances of projected point with reference to the positive centroid. These outcomes serve as inputs to another KBDA module which will yield a new point in the final projected space. This new point will be used to compute the final Euclidean distance for ranking purpose. The authors called this configuration as the hierarchical kernel biased discriminant analysis (HKBDA). 
Proposed Method
Experiment and Evaluation
3.1. Can The Data Be "Polluted"? Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the results produced from KBDA and HKBDA. In this experiment, 24 images from Corel digital library were selected with three labeled as positive images with a common theme and the non-selected images as negative samples. These images are selected with prior knowledge that the two image groups can be separated by one of the feature elements in HSV color coherent vector (CCV) [7] . The first plot on Figure 2 shows the Euclidean distances produced by KBDA when only CCV is applied in analyzing the images. In this plot, the three selected positive images clearly have shorter Euclidean distances with reference to the positive centroid than all the other negative images. On the second plot, HSV moments [8] has also been added to the same system and the plot showing the Euclidean distances between the positive selected images and two other negative images have diminished. On the last plot, another feature, global edge histogram [9] , has again been added to the system. By now, the Euclidean distance of one of the negative images is shorter than one of the selected positive images. Together, these plots clearly show the unique feature identifying the two groups of images have been polluted by the extra image features added to the system. The same procedures have been applied HKBDA and the results are shown in Figure 3 . The plots have shown that although the scales of the plots vary, the shape of the curves has not changed. More importantly, regardless of the additional features, the three selected positive images have the shortest Euclidean distances on all three plots. To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, the authors have designed and implemented a prototype image retrieval system using Matlab. The user interface is shown in Figure 4 . This prototype system provides the user with the ability to query the image database via an image sample. After the first retrieval iteration, users can select the relevant image while ignoring the non-relevant images. The system will label the selected images as positive images while treating the ignored images as negative images. The retrieval procedure of the prototype system is as follows: 1. User inputs a query image; 2. The visual features of the query are extracted by the system; 3. All images in the database are sorted in ascending order based on the distance of dissimilarity; 4. User selects the positive images and the rest will be automatically labelled as negative images. 5. Query and all images in the database are projected in the kernel space based on the HKBDA approach. For this experiment, Radial Basis Function (RBF) is used as the kernel for both configurations. The purpose is to see how the two configurations perform under similar settings. As for the image features, the authors have selected the water-filling edge histogram [10] , HSV colour coherent vector [7] , HSV histogram, global edge direction histogram [9] , HSV colour moments [8] and colour intensity histogram. Together, 66 feature elements have been used for this testing. It is the authors' intention to use as many feature elements as possible. This is specifically done by polluting the important features with noise.
The Prototype System
It is extremely difficult to test and verify the retrieval result if one is to let the system performing search on a database. In addition, relevancy of an image can be subjective. Thus, the authors have developed a set of testing strategies to ensure the test result can be easily compared and measured. The idea is to let a user to select the relevant images from a group of images. After the user's selection, the system is to re-rank this group of images, and ideally, the user selected images will have a higher rank than the other images. The exact testing steps are as follow: 1. User inputs a query image. 2. User selects an image database. 3. On the first iteration, the system will retrieve and rank the image based on the Euclidean distance measure on the included image features. In this iteration, the weight is set equally to all the features. 4. User selects the relevant images from the retrieved images. 5. Base on the current retrieved images, the system will re-calculate Euclidean distances of each image using the two configurations and re-rank the already retrieved images accordingly.
Results of the Prototype System
The performance of the proposed approach is evaluated according to the retrieval accuracy and distance ratio between the closest negative image and the furthest positive image. The bigger the ratio implies the further the positive images are from the negative images, and hence, better separation. The accuracy of the retrieval is calculated by dividing the number of correctly identify positive images by the number of positive images selected by users. Table 1 and 2 are the retrieval results gathered from 130 images from the Corel image database. The images were retrieved and classified under five different themes. These results show both configurations performed poorly on the image groups 'mouse' and 'yellow flower'. The relatively low accuracy in both tables indicate both configurations are unable to distinguish the selected images from the negative labeled images. As for the other three groups of images, HKBDA out-performed KBDA in both retrieval accuracy and distance ratio. After careful analysis on the image groups, the authors have found the reason for the poor performance of the two image groups is because the image analysis algorithms included are unable to extract the feature/s that clearly distinguish the two image groups. This observation implies that in terms of retrieval accuracy and classification ability, HKBDA out-performs KBDA when the images can be identified by a unique feature.
Conclusion
A new multi-layer kernel based framework for the relevance feedback content-based image retrieval system has been introduced in this paper. The proposed framework combines kernel based disciminant approach with multi-layer analysis framework. Using this framework, an improvement has been shown in retrieval and classification ability as compare to the original framework in which the input was treated as a flat vector.
In this paper, the authors have only applied the proposed framework to a kernel-based algorithm. More detailed study is going to be conducted by the authors to analyze the characteristic of such framework further by applying it to several other kernel-based algorithms. One of the future directions is to incorporate relevance feedback in the implementation of computational intelligent techniques for the tasks of image retrieval. The other area of research will be profiling and personalization of the user in order to provide first level of "implicit" relevancy feedback.
